
From: 	 Jim Lyon 
To: 	 Hamayasu, Toru 
Sent: 	 3/14/2008 1:55:37 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: Mahalo 

Thanks for your call. I am in a conference right now and will call you later. 

Jim 

	Original Message 	 
From: Hamayasu, Toru <thamayasu@honolulu.gov > 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 1:42 PM 
To: Howard Finley <howard@alohaautogroup.com> 
Cc: Bill van den Hurk <billv@hawaii.rr.com›; KONABILL@AAGHI.COM  <KONABILL@AAGHI.COM>; Jim Lyon 
<Jim@lyonassociates.com›; Chang, Deanna <dchang@honolulu.gov > 
Subject: RE: Mahalo 

Howard, 

While I am certainly available to meet with you to discuss your concern 
but, based on your e-mail, it seems your primary issue is with the State 
DOT. As you are aware, Farrington Highway fronting your property is 
under the State jurisdiction, so we too would have to request the SDOT 
approval to construct and operate the rail system. So please recognize 
the extent of our assistance we can offer to you may be limited. 

Please call Deanna at 768-8344 to arrange the meeting. 

Toru 

From: Howard Finley [mailto:howard@alohaautogroup.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 1:01 PM 
To: Hamayasu, Toru 
Cc: 'Bill van den Hurk'; KONABILL@AAGHI.COM ; 'Jim Lyon' 
Subject: Mahalo 
Importance: High 

Kenneth Toru Hamaysu, P.E. 

Chief - Transportation Planning Division 

HDOT 

650 South King Street 3rd Floor 

Honolulu, HI 96813 

RE: TMK: 9-4-048-044 94-081 Farrington Highway, Waipahu, 
Oahu, Hawaii 
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Aloha Toru: 

It was a pleasure meeting you last night at the Light Rail community 
meeting. 

Thank You for taking the time to listen to and address my concerns about 
our request. 

Briefly, when we meet you will see that we have been diligent in trying 
to get some traction from HDOT on this issue. Although you may not be 
personally familiar yet with the request I would like to share with you 
that we have had two qualified opinions that there should be no reason 
for safety, traffic control nor otherwise we should not be able to have 
HDOT work with us on the right-of way we have requested. 

We feel we have addressed every concern including, capacity analysis, 
weaving patterns, traffic flow safety, and stopping sight distances. We 
have used the data received from HDOT as well as the data collected 
independently and are again asking HDOT to understand that this request 
should have been granted long ago. 

In light of "TOD" and the potential changes being discussed on 
Farrington at our location, I would hope that you would agree that the 
traffic changes being considered would enhance our position for a 
request to be granted. We feel we have been more than co-operative and 
offered flexible solutions that all could live with. 

We would like to participate and support the "TOD" changes and make the 
commitment to make the capital investment to support the TOD proposal 
enhancements to the Waipahu station area, but we would need HDOT to 
please understand what is on the table for us in financial commitment. 
It is a huge capital expense for us and it would only make sense that 
the ingress we have asked for can be worked out equitably for all 
parties. 

We feel we are a quality business entity that has supported the light 
rail project proposal from the start and look forward to working with 
you to see what resolution you can potentially offer to assist us in our 
request. 

Our team looks forward to meeting with you to re-open and discuss the 
request as well as a fair and equitable resolution to what is in our 
opinion a very simple request. 

I am reasonably certain if you look back to the last correspondence 
dated May 31, 2007 to Fukunaga & Yogi that the data supplied by 
independent study and review far exeeds the established SSD suggested by 
standards of the AASHTO as well as driveway spacing guidelines among 
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other requirements that are fully met for safe vehicle operation. 
Although I am not an expert, I believe that the expert opinions offered 
in all the previous iterations and communications, drawings, surveys and 
data given to Hiraga, Fukunaga, Yogi and HDOT decision makers simply 
were not given due consideration for our request and should have been 
looked at for the quality and value of information provided and 
received. Not simply brushed off by these indivuduals for whatever 
reason offered which was vague, ambigouis and very inconclusive of any 
reasonable action of research by them or those involved. 

In light of the impact to traffic on Farrington at the proposed station 
location, it is our conclusion that the SSD and driveway spacing we have 
proposed would again be well within gudielines of AASHTO for this type 
of request. 

In fairness and as suggested, we will need to meet personally and face 
to face to review the issue and get a clear understanding from each 
other of how to proceed. As requested, please allow us the courtesy of 
your review personally with us and our qualified experts, many of whom I 
am certain you know,respect and have worked with in the past. Once all 
the data has been reviewed and discussed I believe the spirirt and 
intent of the Honorable Mayor's plan to "move business forward" can be 
applied to this request with some type of reasonable swiftness. 

It was a pleasure to meet you, I look forward to your response very 
soon. 

Howard Finley 

Vice President 

Aloha Auto Group 

"Hawaii's KIA Dealer" 

OAHU - MAUI - KONA - HILO 

2841 N. Nimitz Highway 

Honolulu, HI 96819 

PH 808.833.9000 

CELL 808.870.4555 

FAX 808.839.4921 

"SEE YA IN A KIA" 

howard@aaghi.com  <mailto:howard@aaghi.com> 
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